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Edwards Aquifer Authority orders Stage 5 permit reductions
April 09, 2024

The Edwards Aquifer Authority has declared Stage 5 permit reductions for the Uvalde Pool,

which means area users must reduce their water pumping by 44 percent.

The EAA last ordered Stage 5 restrictions in March of 2013 – also the first time it ordered Stage 5 restrictions – which remained in place until
June of 2015.

This week, on April 8, the EAA announced the 10-day rolling average water level in the J-27 index well measured 839.8 feet above mean sea
level on April 6.

The city of Uvalde has not yet released updated water restrictions and enforcement guidelines in light of the EAA announcement.

See the Uvalde Leader-News rainfall chart for the years 1904-2023 here: www.uvaldeleadernews.com/rainfall-chart/

Uvalde Pool critical period stage image courtesy of the Edwards Aquifer Authority
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Delgado: Changes to come after
review of every UPD policy,
member
New Uvalde Police Department Chief Homer
Delgado said no part of his predecessor's
administration will remain the same unless
he...

City code enforcement available
for advice
Uvalde mayor pro tem Everardo “Lalo”
Zamora on April 2 proclaimed April as code
enforcement month in Uvalde, and city...

Fourteen-year-old cited in North
Getty wreck
Uvalde police officers gave a 14-year-old
boy a citation for driving without a license
after his involvement in a two-vehicle...
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